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Introduction
Hello, and welcome to issue #2 of the Fun 
Factor! zine, brought to you by the 
Nintendo Fun Club Podcast. 

Our first issue released in January of this 
year, and the experience left us excited to 
continue writing, designing, and laboring 
over Fun Factor! The project continues to 
be a great deal of fun for us, so we hope 
you’ll share our enthusiasm for Nintendo 
games, culture, and fandom.

This issue features some topics that we’re 
really stoked to write about and share with 
you. First up is a comprehensive look at 
Dungeons & Dragons games on Nintendo 
systems throughout the years, as well as 
wish list for what future D&D games may 
hold in store for Nintendo fans. 

We also share a few thoughts on some of 
the latest and greatest Neo Geo games to 
release on the Wii Virtual Console. Take a 
look if you’re searching for some excellent 
classic content you may have overlooked in 
the past to hold you over while Nintendo 
preps the Wii U’s upcoming Virtual 
Console service. 

Speaking of classic games, this issue also 
devotes some space to much-loved  
GameCube title Chibi-Robo! Check out our 
description of the game’s scenario and 
gameplay, as well as some colorful screen 
shots that demonstrate Chibi-Robo’s unique 
characters and setting. 

We were also lucky enough to have the 
opportunity to attend an art show 
celebrating video game art put on by a 
group called Rockford aRt.cade. It was an 
inspirational event featuring incredible art 
from some very talented artists, so be sure 
to take a look at our write up on the event 
and visit their Facebook page (at 
facebook.com/RockfordaRtcade) for more 
information on the artists and future events. 

Rounding out the issue is an essay 
examining the role of 8-bit and retro-style 
art in modern games. We consider how 
much nostalgia contributes to the 
popularity of the graphic style versus the 
inherent qualities of a more lo-fi, classic 
approach. 

In addition to those features, issue #2 of 
Fun Factor! includes game and music 
reviews, (ripped off) classic ads from 
yesteryear, and FUN!

Please let us know what you think about the 
zine by sending comments to 
nintendofunclubpodcast@gmail.com. 

Thanks again for taking the time to check 
out Fun Factor!, and don’t forget to listen to 
the podcast (find it on iTunes or at 
nintendofunclubpodcast@wordpress.com).

Nintendo

Fun Factor



Fun Music!
Various Artists

distant Worlds I & II:

Music from final fantasy
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Why should Nintendo fans check it out?

Both albums feature epic and beautiful arrangements of music from Final Fantasy I-VI.
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Hiroki Kikuta

Secret of mana genesis: Seiken Densetsu 2 

Arrange Album
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Why should Nintendo fans check it 
out?

Simply put, Secret of Mana had one of 

the best soundtracks on the Super 
Nintendo. While the SNES’ soundchip was 

pretty amazing, these fully instrumental 

arrangements sound even better.

Where can y
ou get it?

North Ameri
can iTunes 

for 

less than $
10! If you 

want 

a physical 
copy, try C

D 

Japan, Play
-Asia, and 

Amazon Japa
n. 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/distant-worlds-music-from/id301482827
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/distant-worlds-music-from/id301482827
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http://www.cdjapan.co.jp/detailview.html?KEY=SQEX-10321
http://www.cdjapan.co.jp/detailview.html?KEY=SQEX-10321
http://www.cdjapan.co.jp/detailview.html?KEY=SQEX-10321
http://www.cdjapan.co.jp/detailview.html?KEY=SQEX-10321
http://www.cdjapan.co.jp/detailview.html?KEY=SQEX-10321


On April 6th and 7th, the Rockford aRt.cade held an video game inspired event with 
Fotoenvy Studios in downtown Rockford, IL. The event featured pieces from 12 
artists, including Brett Fiedler, Kirk Dyreson, Raven Johnson, John Sullivan, Erin Hall, 
Holli Funke, Scott Lawless, Joseph Goral, Mario Kayo Martinez, Ashley Cook, Alex 
Richoz, and Paul Clarke. All of the pieces in the show were based on video game 
properties, many of which originally featured on Nintendo systems. Show highlights 
included many paintings and drawings featuring characters like Mario, Mega Man 
and Link, a Game and Watch octopus sprawling out across the gallery floor, and a 
giant Reggie Fils-Aime portrait made with decommissioned arcade tokens.

Turnout to the show was excellent, and both the quality and creativity of the work 
exhibited and the strong interest from the community highlight the affection so many 
of us have for video game art. I personally found it so inspiring to see a group of 
artists come together to create an event that brings people together to celebrate 
video game culture and local artists, and we here at Nintendo Fun Club are super 
stoked to see it happening in our own community. Rockford aRt.cade plans on 
holding more events in the future, so check out their Facebook page at 
www.facebook.com/Rockfordartcade for more information about the artists, their 
work, and future plans for the group. 

Rockford 
ART.CADE

http://www.facebook.com/Rockfordartcade
http://www.facebook.com/Rockfordartcade


1. Coin mosaic 
by Kirk 
Dyreson. 

2. Mega Man vs. 
Cutman by 
Alex Richoz.

3. Prints by Brett 
Fieldler. 

4. Painting by 
Raven 
Johnson.

5. LP art by Erin 
Hall.

 
6. Painting by 

Raven 
Johnson.

7. Custom NES 
painting by 
John Sullivan. 
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(Previous 
page) Octopus 
Sculpture by 
Holly Funke.

Artists/work 
not pictured:

Ashley Cook
Paul Clarke
Scott Lawless
Joseph Goral
Mario Kayo 
Martinez





In 1995, developer Skip Ltd. released the quirky classic Chibi-
Robo! for the Gamecube in Japan. The game follows the 
household adventures of a miniature robot tasked with 
completing domestic objectives like cleaning up spills, finding 
lost items, and settling disputes between family members. Its 
charming protagonist and cute scenario made it one of the 
Gamecube’s stand out exclusives and it remains a fan-favorite 

Players control Chibi-Robo from the third person 
perspective, guiding him through the Sanderson’s 
home as he completes objectives in an effort to gain 
Happy Points which help him reach his ultimate goal of 
becoming Super Chibi-Robo and the number one Chibi-
Ranking. While many of the game’s locations and 
scenarios are common and ordinary, Chibi’s world is 
nevertheless filled with an appealing and memorable 
cast of characters ranging from stereotypical members 

of an American nuclear family to an army 
called the Free Rangers to a 1960’s style 
adventure hero called Drake Redcrest.



Chibi-Robo!’s main story goals are 
centered around exploration of the 
Sanderson home and completing tasks 
for each member of the family, but the 
game also features many side-quests 
outside of the primary objectives. Chibi 
spends most of his time traveling from 
one part of the home to another, 
collecting items and solving problems, 
all the while earning the Happy Points 
necessary to progress through the 
game. Missions can feel tedious at 
times; just getting from one room to 
another can be a time consuming task 
for little Chibi (after all, an average 
suburban home is a big, big world for 
a 10cm tall robot), but the game’s 
charm and creativity mean that most of 
the time spent traversing the game’s 
world is an enjoyable experience.

In fact, one of the game’s chief charms 
is exploring an ordinary world from a 
new perspective; from Chibi’s point of 
view, a child’s cabinet becomes a 
challenging obstacle that requires 
careful movement and planning to 
successfully navigate, while a 
seemingly mundane locale like an 
unfinished basement is transformed into 
a foreboding and mysterious place. 



It is certainly worth firing up a Gamecube (or a Wii) to explore the 
world of the original Chibi Robo!. While the game isn’t perfect 
(sometimes poor camera control can lead to some frustrating 
platforming challenges, for instance), Chibi Robo! is a unique and 
memorable part of Nintendo’s past, and a game we were lucky to 
find released in the U.S. Here’s hoping this charming, helpful little 
fellow finds his way back to a Nintendo console in the future.

For more Chibi! fun, 
check out Chibi-Robo!: 
Park Patrol on the 
Nintendo DS. Released in 
2007 as a Wal-Mart 
exclusive in the U.S., the 
second game in the 
Chibi-Robo! series came 
and went with little fan-

fare. Fans of the original game should find a lot to 
love in Park Patrol though, including a conservation 
themed plot that revolves around cleaning up a local 
park, new cute characters for Chibi to interact with, 
and updated controls 
that make use of the 

DS’s stylus. 





As the Wii Virtual Console enters its twilight, there remains 
one company still releasing games for it: SNK. Over the past 
few years, the Wii has (somewhat strangely) become the 
best place to play Neo Geo games. The consensus from the 
notoriously-hard-to-please Neo Geo fandom over on sites 
like Neo-Geo.com is that the emulation in these releases is 
close to, if not 100%, perfect. The games may be a bit on 
the pricey side (though nothing compared to the original cart 
prices), but don’t have the load times that plague the disc-
based collections.

SNK and publisher D4 Enterprise have built up a respectable 
library of Neo Geo titles on the Virtual Console. Join us in 
looking at some of the system’s must-play titles:

ON THE

NOW YOU’RE 
PLAYING WITH



Generally considered to be the best entry in the 
series, Metal Slug 3 still impresses today, over 
a decade after its original release. From the 
amazing animation, absurdist humor, and the 
fast action the series is known for to a huge 
variety of stages and vehicles, Metal Slug 3 
has it all. This is not just the best Metal Slug, 
but one of the best games in the genre, right up 
there with greats such as Gunstar Heroes and 
Contra 3.

NOW YOU’RE PLAYING 
WITH

This time-traveling, shape shifting, weapons-based 
brawler represents pretty much everything great 
about early-90s video games. Sengoku 2’s closest 
contemporary in the gameplay department is 
probably Golden Axe, so imagine Golden Axe 
with Altered Beast-esque transformations and 
stages set in the 90s, ancient, and war-torn 1940s 
Japan.



Shock Troopers 2nd Squad is similar to some of 
SNK’s early top down shooters such as Ikari 
Warriors and Guerrilla War. However, the setting 
and enemies are far more ridiculous and the 
digitized voices just add to the surrealness of the 
experience - I honestly didn’t realize the characters 
were speaking English until about halfway through 
the second stage.

NOW YOU’RE PLAYING 
WITH

Samurai Shodown II may be the most famous and 
well-regarded SNK samurai-fighter, but Last Blade 2 
is my favorite. What makes Last Blade 2 so 
remarkable is the setting. The game takes place in 
mid-19th century Japan, during a period of 
upheaval. The “modern era” of Japan has begun, 
the shogunate has come to an end, and the samurai 
have been rendered useless. This melancholy and 
somber tone is reflected in every facet of Last Blade 2’s 
aesthetic - some stages have no music whatsoever - a far cry from the typical 
electronic rock of fighting games. The fighting is pretty solid too, with an elegant 
and impactful deflect/counter mechanic. Highly recommended.



With easy to learn, tough to master mechanics and music that will be stuck in 
your head for days, Magical Drop 3 is the best puzzle game you’ve (maybe) 
never played.

NOW YOU’RE PLAYING 
WITH

Don’t let its somewhat ugly prerendered graphics fool you - Ironclad is a 
wonderful game. Branching paths, cool bosses, tight controls, and a plethora of 
ship upgrades make this side scrolling shooter worth checking out. Although this 
was originally a Neo Geo CD release, it suffers from none of that system’s 
infamous load times.

Want the most 
authentic Neo Geo 
experience possible 
on your Wii? Track 
down the Japan-only 
Neo Stick 2!





Without Dungeons & Dragons, video game 

RPGs today would be completely different, if 

they existed at all. Had Gary Gygax and Dave 

Arneson not published that three-volume set 

of manuals in 1974, there would be no 

Wizardry, no Ultima, no Dragon Quest, no 

Final Fantasy, no Chrono Trigger. Can you 

imagine living in a world with no Chrono 

Trigger? I don’t even want to think about it.



Of course, there were, and continue to be, plenty of 

games based on the D&D source material, created for 

those who are too lame to even have friends who play 

tabletop D&D (such as myself). While the vast majority 

of D&D games were developed for PCs, some were 

ported to Nintendo consoles and handhelds, with even a 

few original games appearing along the way. So grab 

your homemade Legend of Zelda campaign setting 

handbook and venture forth into this look at the past 

(and potential future) of Dungeons & Dragons on 

Nintendo platforms!



Advanced Dungeons & Dragons: 

Heroes of the Lance (NES, 1991)

The first moments upon starting a new game in Heroes of 

the Lance are incredible for fans of Margaret Weis and Tracy 

Hickman’s wonderful campaign setting, as the heroes are 

introduced with incredibly charming 8-bit portraits. 

Unfortunately, it’s all downhill from there. The game takes a 

side-scrolling perspective, but plays nothing like you’d 

expect a side-scrolling NES game to. The combat is more 

Hydlide than Castlevania; constantly frustrating with its 

strange lack of precision. The game remains fairly accurate 

to the source material, at least in regards to the characters 

(for example, Goldmoon carries the Blue Crystal Staff, 

which can be used to heal and resurrect party members), 

but this isn’t enough, as the game is simply too difficult and 

unpolished to be enjoyed by fans.

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons: 

Pool of Radiance (NES, 1992)

A port of the beloved “Gold Box” PC title, Pool of Radiance 

is worlds beyond most NES games of the time in terms of 

scope, difficulty, and complexity. While battles in PoR are 

viewed from a top down perspective, movement through 

town and dungeons is first person. The size and 

lack of distinguishing features within the 

areas practically require that the 

player map out their 

surroundings on graph paper as 

they play. It’s an open and 

oftentimes obtuse game, but if 

approached with the proper 

mindset, ample patience, and a 

pad of graph paper, Pool of Radiance 

offers a rare experience on the NES.



Advanced Dungeons & Dragons: 
DragonStrike (NES, 1992)

Taking place in the Dragonlance campaign setting during the 
War of the Lance (ask your parents), DragonStrike eschews 
its RPG roots in favor of a straight up, top down, shooter. 
The game offers Xevious-esque multi-plane combat, but with 
a bit of a twist. Instead of having different attacks for each 
plane, your dragon can, with a press of up or down on the 
dpad, change planes to attack. Another way the game 
distances itself from its peer(s) is by allowing a larger range 
of horizontal movement and the ability to change directions 
and backtrack (which is necessary, as the game’s “destroy X 
amount of Y” missions often require you to do so). While 
admittedly “console-ised,” DragonStrike is a simple and fun 
way to revisit the land of Krynn.

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons: 
Hillsfar (NES, 1993)

For an NES game, Hillsfar was ahead of its time in many 
ways; unfortunately, nearly all of its innovations are so 
poorly implemented that they simply frustrate the player. 
Hillsfar is essentially a D&D-themed minigame collection in 
which you complete very disparate minigames to build your 
character- the only thing the games really have in common 
is that they’re not very fun. For example, there’s an arena 
mode where you fight various baddies, but you attack via 
dull and unresponsive dpad inputs. Other times you’re riding 
your horse, which should be cool, but you are required to bound over obstacles in the road (like, 
SURPRISE! bales of hay), but again, unresponsive controls in which you have to hit the jump 
button and hope for the best drain every bit of fun out of this one. The best of the minigames is 
sadly a very pedestrian archery game where you place a twitchy crosshair over a target and fire 
(not unlike firing a sniper rifle in a modern Manshooter game)- the problem is, you can only play 
this game at certain times, so you’re forced to just stand and wait while the in-game clock ticks 
away and the shooting range opens. If you’re fortunate, you’ve been able to avoid Hillsfar this 
long- so in the name of fun, continue to do so.



Advanced Dungeons & Dragons: 
Eye of the Beholder (Super Nintendo, 1994)

Capcom’s 1994 port of the seminal PC dungeon crawler (originally released in 1990) is a bit late, 
but (surprisingly? unsurprisingly?) excellent. Right from the start, when you are “rolling” your 
characters to create your party, it’s apparent that this is not going to be a “console-ised” (aka 
“dumbed-down”) version of the game- this is the real deal (complete with dpad “mouse” cursor). 
While the deliberate slow pace and light story may be an initial turn off for SNES RPG fans raised 
on games like Chrono Trigger and Final Fantasy VI, Eye of the Beholder offers a polished 
experience that captures 
feelings of adventure, 
exploration, and most 
importantly, the spirit of 
D&D.

FUN FACT: Eye of the 
Beholder supports the 
SNES mouse (originally 
bundled with Mario 
Paint)!

Dungeons & Dragons: 
Eye of the Beholder (Game Boy Advance, 
2002)

This version of Eye of the Beholder was less a port/
remake, and more of a total reimagining. You still 
create a party at the start of the game (unless you 
want to use the somewhat lame presets), but this 
time you’re following D&D 3rd edition rules. Once 
you begin the game, you enter the familiar opening 
dungeon in the first-person perspective and 
everything feels normal... until you get into your first 
battle. Here, instead of the first-person, turned-
based combat of the original, you are placed in an 
isometric perspective, not unlike a primitive version 
of SRPGs such as Tactics Ogre or Final Fantasy 
Tactics. The combat here plays out in a similar 
manner to the aforementioned titles, but 
unfortunately is quite slow and the perspective 
makes character movement a bit strange. Despite 
these complaints, the GBA version of Eye of the 
Beholder is still a deep and enjoyable handheld 
version of a classic game.



Baldur’s Gate: 

Dark Alliance (Gamecube, 2002)

One of the few attempts at a Diablo-esque loot-driven action-RPG on 

consoles, Dark Alliance excels in both control and addictiveness. While the 

D&D license is pretty much just used for the setting, the game delivers a 

fast and fun dungeon crawling experience. Unfortunately, the game must not 

have sold well 

on the 

Gamecube, 

because the 

sequel was not 

released on the 

platform, 

leaving this the 

lone D&D 

release on the 

Cube. At least 

it’s a good one.

Baldur’s Gate: 

Dark Alliance (Game Boy Advance, 2004)

While a Game Boy Advance version of a console 

licensed game on paper may seem like a recipe for an 

awful experience, Dark Alliance on the GBA is 

anything but. This fast-moving isometric action-RPG 

retains nearly all of the addictive dungeon crawling 

and loot-acquiring of its console big brother. It may 

not look the prettiest, but its portability and low price 

(you can score a cart for under $10 online) make this 

an excellent addition to any D&D lover’s GBA collection.



Orcs & Elves (DS, 2007)

For a DS port of a mobile game, Orcs & Elves is much better than you might expect. This 

shouldn’t be surprising though- O&E was developed by legendary programmer John Carmack 

and Wolfenstein 3D / DOOM / Quake creators id Software. This straightforward, but solid and 

entertaining first-person dungeon crawler may not have 

the cutting edge visuals that id is known for, but makes 

up for it with solid turn-based combat, excellent level 

design, and some wry humor (thanks to your talking 

staff companion). Orcs & Elves is both a reverent 

homage to D&D PC classics such as Eye of the 

Beholder and a great DS RPG from an unlikely source.

FUN FACT: During the early days of id Software, the 

team played a D&D campaign together. There was an 

ultra-powerful weapon in their game- the name? 

“Daikatana”

Etrian Odyssey Series (DS, 3DS, 2007-)

Despite its anime-style visuals and Dragon 

Quest-esque first person combat, the Etrian 

Odyssey games capture a large part of what 

makes D&D great- mapping. While requiring the 

player to draw their own dungeon maps on the 

(3)DS touch screen may seem like a strange 

“feature,” it’s actually quite involving, rewarding, 

and harkens back to one of the most personal 

and demanding aspects of tabletop roleplaying. 

Etrian Odyssey was the series that brought the 

first person dungeon crawler back to the 

mainstream in Japan, and remains the pinnacle 

of the genre today.

FUN FACT:  Etrian Odyssey series composer Yuzo Koshiro also composed the Sega CD 

version of Advanced Dungeons & Dragons: Eye of the Beholder!

Alternatives



Fighting Fantasy: The Warlock of Firetop Mountain (DS, 2009)

Based off of the long-running Fighting Fantasy role-

playing book series (which were essentially single-

player D&D modules in novel form), Warlock of Firetop 

Mountain is a first-person RPG with a visual style that 

fans of mid-to-late-90s PC RPGs will recognize. The 

combat is action, rather than turn based, so this is 

pretty much as close to an Elder Scrolls game on DS 

as you’re going to get. Unfortunately, the character 

animation is so limited by the hardware that every 

battle becomes a twitchy and awkward affair. But for 

those with the patience for it, The Warlock of Firetop 

Mountain offers an experience completely unique to the 

platform.

FUN FACT: Co-creator of the Fighting Fantasy series Ian Livingstone was president and CEO 

of Eidos Interactive until the Square Enix buyout, at which point he was promoted to “Life 

President of Eidos!” 

Crimson Shroud 

(3DS eShop, 2012)

Crimson Shroud is, without a doubt, 

the best way to get your D&D fix on a 

Nintendo system. Created by the 

brilliant Yasumi Matsuno, this bite-

sized RPG offers everything you love 

about tabletop roleplaying, from dice 

rolls to figurines to text that feels it 

came straight from the Dungeon 

Master’s Guide. Check out our review 

in this issue for more reasons why 

this eshop release is a must-buy for 

D&D-loving 3DS owners. 

Alternatives



on Wii U!
Dungeons & Dragons: Chronicles of Mystara 

Just as we were putting the wraps on this issue, Capcom announced what will be the next 
D&D game on a Nintendo platform! Dungeons & Dragons: Chronicles of Mystara is a 
compilation of Capcom's excellent arcade D&D RPG/brawlers Tower of Doom and Shadow 
over Mystara. The double pack is being developed by the very talented Chicago studio Iron 
Galaxy (Darkstalkers Resurrection) and is due in June for Wii U!



So what’s next for D20 rolling Nintendo fans (other than Chronicles of Mystara)? Crimson 
Shroud proved that tabletop-style RPGs could work (and find an audience) on the 3DS - it would 
be great to see more games in its style. More exciting though, are the possibilities the Wii U 
holds for tabletop RPGs.

A September 2012 Penny Arcade comic (http://penny-arcade.com/comic/2012/09/10) 
basically laid out the obvious: you have your player characters looking at the TV screen using 
either Wii Remotes or Classic Controllers and the player with the GamePad acts as the Dungeon 
Master. Boom.

There are a ton of ways this could go, gameplay-wise... It could be a slow, methodical 
experience, filled with plenty of stats and dice rolling ala Crimson Shroud, or it could be a 
straight hack-and-slash, like Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance. Either of these approaches would 
work, as would a gameplay style somewhere between these two extremes. The Wii U looks to be 
a great platform for a console D&D experience- let’s hope that developers take advantage of its 
potential.

http://penny-arcade.com/comic/2012/09/10
http://penny-arcade.com/comic/2012/09/10




Game

Reviews

About Our 
Reviews

They're pretty self-explanatory, we think. 
While playing a game, we think of the ten 
most striking aspects of it, good or bad. The 
good bits we label FUN!, and the bad are 
labeled UNFUN! (naturally). If a game has 
more FUN! than UNFUN! aspects, it's safe to 
say we recommend it (unless one of the 
UNFUN! bits are a total deal-breaker for you).

Last thing: we buy/rent/
borrow all of the games 
we write about in this zine. 

We get no review copies or 
codes, so our opinions are 

strictly from a consumer/fan 
perspective. We wear our hearts 

and opinions on our sleeves, but no 
moneyhats or Dorito mitres on our 

heads.



FUN! Incredible voice acting and production values
FUN! Interactive comic does a good job on catching newcomers up
FUN! Amazing backstory and universe filled with memorable major and 
minor characters
FUN! Very competent Wii U port- looks great and runs smoothly on the TV 
or the GamePad
FUN! Includes some DLC
FUN! Co-op “Horde Mode”-esque multiplayer can be pretty addicting
UNFUN! Future DLC may not make it to Wii U
UNFUN! Cover-based corridor shooting sections occasionally feel dull and 
repetitive
UNFUN! Story in this installment has more of a typical space military feel 
than the Star Trek: TNG galaxy exploration of the first game or the Battlestar 
Galactica-esque character studies of Mass Effect 2

UNFUN! First few hours are incredibly linear

Mass Effect 3: 
Special Edition (Wii U)

FUN! Doesn’t take itself too seriously
FUN! Wii U exclusive Tekken Ball mode is really fun (and has an 
amazing theme song)
FUN! 59 playable characters, all with their own endings- some of 
which are crazy weird and hilarious
FUN! Insane amount of appearance customization, including 
Nintendo-themed outfits for every character
FUN! Beautiful stages that load quickly
FUN! Continues the series tradition of excellent music
FUN! Runs fast and smooth with great character animation
FUN! The most customization options, modes, and content I’ve 
ever experienced in a fighting game- one of the few games in the 
genre that has a lot to offer the solo player
FUN! Some excellent online competition
FUN! or UNFUN! It’s Tekken

Tekken Tag Tournament 2 
Wii U Edition (Wii U)

Reviews



FUN! Combines the best aspects of JRPGs and tabletop RPGs
FUN! Enemy encounters require careful strategy
FUN! Incredible writing and localization by Alexander O. Smith’s (Vagrant 
Story, Final Fantasy XII) localization company Kajiya
FUN! A bite-sized RPG- perfect for those who love the genre, but don’t have 
the time or patience to finish them
FUN! Excellent value proposition: first playthrough takes about 6-10 hours 
and a new game plus feature awaits those who complete it
FUN! Rousing soundtrack by Hitoshi Sakimoto (Final Fantasy Tactics, 
Vagrant Story, Muramasa)
FUN! Classy, mature, and shocking story will leave an impact after the 
credits roll
FUN!/UNFUN! Many complicated and under-explained mechanics 
UNFUN! One extremely frustrating and obtuse section impedes progress 
early in the game
UNFUN! While the art is excellent, the visuals are a bit rough around the 

edges

Crimson Shroud
(3DS eShop)

FUN! Huge, well-animated sprites
FUN! Responsive controls
FUN! Runs smoothly
FUN! An interesting “remix” of Mega Man 1 & 2 bosses
FUN! Soundtrack gets you way amped
FUN! It’s not a pay-to-play social game or a first-person shooter
FUN! Short length and save states make this an ideal handheld 
game ripe for multiple playthroughs
FUN! Fair price
FUN! An impressive handheld debut and solid entry in the series 
that still holds up today
UNFUN! Only four robot master stages

Mega Man: 
Dr. Wily’s Revenge 
(Game Boy / 3DS eShop) 

Reviews
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FUN! A ridiculous amount of content- lengthy story plus many side missions
FUN! Fairly-priced DLC that feels like an addition meant to extend the 
game, rather than something that was cut
FUN! Intelligent, sincere, and oftentimes hilarious writing and localization
FUN! Multiple difficulty settings make this either the most accessible game 
in the series or one of the most challenging
FUN! Stirring and memorable music (including some classic series themes 
and remixes)
FUN! A plethora of options- change everything from the game’s speed to 
the voices (English dub or original Japanese)
FUN! Huge variety of unique characters
FUN! The sheer amount of possible interactions between characters add 
replayability
FUN! Gorgeous animated cutscenes
FUN! Deep and rewarding, but also transparent and accessible strategy/

RPG gameplay

Fire Emblem: Awakening
(3DS)

FUN! Combines the combat of of action games with the character 
building and resource management of MMORPGs
FUN! Incredibly realized and consistent world created to serve the 
gameplay
FUN! Having to build your own equipment gives you a meaningful 
sense of investment and accomplishment in your character's 
progression
FUN! Excellent local and online multiplayer makes the game a 
fantastic social experience
FUN! Extensive single-player content allows those who prefer to play 
solo the option to do so
FUN! The sense of discovery as you slowly begin to understand the 
mechanics and rules in MH3U is a rare (and missed!) feeling in 
modern games
FUN! Surprisingly clever and humorous, both in the text and 
cutscenes
FUN! The ability to move actions and UI elements to the GamePad
FUN! The game is broken into manageable chunks
UNFUN! The steep initial learning curve may turn off many players 
from the start

Monster Hunter 3 Ultimate
(Wii U) 

Reviews







The recent announcement of the Shovel Knight Kickstarter 
immediately excited me in a way that few new game 
announcements often do. Part of that excitement is a result of  the 
internet hype machine blasting me with Tweets and blog posts, but 
there is more behind it than that. Upon further consideration of 
why I’m excited for Shovel Knight, I started thinking more about 
one of the game’s obvious draws: its NES inspired graphical style.

Shovel Knight is by no means unique in being a modern game made with retro-
style graphics. Nintendo fans may look to Mega Man 9 as the first major 
example of a mainstream, modern game being made to look (and, thankfully, 
play) like an NES game, but the retro-style game craze has been running full 
blast for some time in the pc gaming world. The relatively frequent release of 
games featuring retro-style graphics inspires cynicism in some gamers, and 
rightfully so. There is a fine line between genuine inspiration and exploitation of 
a fad, and not every retro-inspired project falls on the right side of that split. 

All of this leads me to question why I find myself responding to Shovel Knight, 
and other games featuring a similar look, in the way that I do. Growing up at 
basically exactly the right time to feel an intense nostalgia for 8-bit games is 
part of it, but I also think there are inherent qualities of the aesthetic and 
presentation of that art style that people respond to in a legitimate way.

Retro Video 
Game Art:

8-bit visuals 
Vs. Nostalgia



There’s no question that I personally respond emotionally to 8-bit art, and a 
large part of that is the nostalgia I feel toward the period of time in which 
those graphics were common (I was born in 1982, meaning I was five years 
old when The Legend of Zelda was released, for example). The mere sight of a 
well-rendered 8-bit landscape inspires a certain unexplainable feeling that can 
only be called nostalgia, and while I can’t adequately describe that feeling in 
words, I recognize it is as the same emotional response I feel when I hear 
certain songs from high school or stumble across a picture of the house I grew 
up in. I grew up playing games that looked a certain way, and that specific 
look will, for me, forever be linked to my childhood. That also means it will 
always, at least for a moment, awaken something in me that is powerful and 
sentimental.

But, as a fan of 
modern games that 
feature a throwback 
visual presentation, I 
want to consider the 
inherent qualities of 8-
bit art or other similar 
visual styles. Reducing 
the value of 8-bit art 
as something simply 
nostalgic does that 

medium a great disservice. 8-bit’s blocky sprites 
and limited color palettes result in a unique 
aesthetic that provides designers and artists 
another way in which to present their visions. 
Discussing 8-bit art only in the context of it being 
a throwback to a bygone generation is a limited 
perspective, and it isn’t fair or accurate. It is akin 
to suggesting that recording music with analogue 
tech is somehow inferior to newer digital 
technology, or that black and white films have no place in the modern world. 



It seems to me that a retro-style presentation (specifically, but not limited to, 8-
bit) is often as liberating as it is limiting. In much the same way that horror films 
are often as scary for what they don’t show as they are for what they do, a 
video game’s ability to impact me can often be directly related to a lack of 
visual detail. This isn’t to suggest that detailed graphics are detrimental to video 
games. Super Mario Galaxy, for example, is an incredible game with stunning, 
modern visuals, and it is part of a necessary evolution for that series and for 
video games. Still, I often find myself underwhelmed by grand, big budget 
games that are meant to impress, and my muted response is usually due to 
feeling like when so much is presented on screen, my mind is left with little to 
do. Much of this is clearly due to personal preference, but I don’t think I’ll ever 
be as impressed by a 3D, high definition polygonal castle or vista as I might be 
by their lo-fi counterparts.

Ultimately, the 8-bit aesthetic will come to mean different things to different 
generations because its resurgence in popularity and persistence in sticking 
around will necessitate that result. Instagram’s popularity is a potential example 
of what I mean. Retro-style filters that make new, high-res photos look like 
washed out Polaroids from 30 years ago are popular with young people who 
could have no possible nostalgia to those kinds of photographs, but they also 
have the opportunity to conjure up sentimental responses from a different 
audience. While it would be easy enough to dismiss those filters as lower 
quality degradations of a superior modern technology, their popularity with 
younger people who have no nostalgic reason to enjoy them indicates that their 
value transcends the simple trick of reminding us of something from the past.



A few days ago I listened from down the hall as my three-year-old son sat on 
his floor playing with some of my old Star Wars action figures in his room. I 
thought about how my love for the Star Wars films and universe is inextricably 
linked to the way it made me feel as a child, and the memories I have of 
interacting with that property as a kid. My continued enjoyment of Star Wars is 
partially a result of those recollections, but they are only part of it, and have 
nothing to do with why my son was lost in that universe that day. Clearly there 
are universal elements that speak to both of us in Star Wars, and they extend 
far beyond a desire to remember feelings long since passed. Similarly, 
nostalgia plays a role in my strong reaction toward and affection for 8-bit 
visuals and music, but it is not the primary reason I’m drawn to them. The 
qualities I admired and responded to in 8-bit games continue to speak to me 
today. 8-bit and retro-style art’s connection to my youth is precious and 
undeniable, but more importantly, their place in the future of gaming looks to 
be assured thanks to the inherent beauty of the medium and its ability to 
impact audiences of every generation.






